A free commutative join of subalgebras corresponds to a direct sum of submodules in a universal derivation module. In particular, indeterminates of a polynomial ring correspond to elements of a linearly independent set in a universal derivation module. As an application, a simple proof of the uniqueness of cardinalities of indeterminates of a polynomial ring can be obtained by using that of linear bases of a free module over a commutative ring. Similar observations are made for m-adic completions of algebras and their derivation modules. Also, the module of linear differential forms of an m-adic completion of an algebra is studied.
In the category of derivation modules of A, there exists a universal object [5, p. 101 ] which is uniquely determined by A up to unique derivation module isomorphisms, and this is called a universal derivation module of A.
We notice that a set X of indeterminates of a polynomial ring R[X] corresponds to a linear basis in a universal derivation module of /? [A] ; and that we can prove the uniqueness of the cardinalities of sets of indeterminates by using that of bases of a module. In fact, let U be a free /?[A]-module with a set {ux:x e X}, where ux=ux. iff x=x' for x, x' eX, as a basis and d:R[X]-^U be an /(-derivation defined by df=J_x (dfjdx)ux, feR [X] , then (U, d) is a universal derivation module of R[X] [1, p. 8, Satz 2] . Hence the cardinality of X is equal to the dimension of U over R [X] . For any two sets X and Y, let R[X]^R [Y] as A-algebras (R is not necessarily an integral domain). Suppose that (U, d) and (V, ó) The following questions arise out of this observation: (1) What in an algebra corresponds to a direct sum in a universal derivation module? ( §2). (2) Can we have a similar argument concerning the cardinalities of indeterminates in case of rings of formal power series? ( §3). For rings of formal power series, instead of a universal derivation module we use a universal Hausdorff derivation module which is a universal object in a subcategory of the category of derivation modules. In fact, it is known in [1, p. 16] that the cardinality of a basis of a universal derivation module of a ring /:[[*]] of formal power series in one indeterminate over a field k of characteristic zero is infinite. From this we see that a universal derivation module is too large to be used for the cardinality argument in case of formal power series. We find that the subcategory consisting of Hausdorff derivation modules serves well in this case. (3) It is well known that if a universal derivation module (U, d) of A is finitely generated and projective, then the ^-module ^ of linear differential forms of A is isomorphic to U. Is there a similar property to this for universal Hausdorff derivation modules? ( §4).
Conventions. Throughout this paper, 7? will denote a commutative ring with unit; and all algebras, subalgebras and algebra homomorphisms are assumed to be unitary.
2. Free commutative join of algebras. In the category of commutative 7?-algebras, if an A-algebra A is a coproduct of a family (Ax)xeI of its subalgebras, then A is called a free commutative join of (Ax)xeI [5, p. 93] . For example, a polynomial algebra R[X] with Aas a set of indeterminates is a free commutative join of a family (R[x])xeX of subalgebras. Also, if an 7?-moduIe M is a direct sum of a family (Mx)xeI of its submodules, a symmetric algebra S(M) is a free commutative join of a family (S(Mx))xeI of its subalgebras.
Let (Ax)xeI be a family of commutative Ä-algebras; ®xeI Ax a tensor product of (Ax)xeI, i.e. in the 7\-module ®xeI Ax, a multiplication is defined by (®aj(® bx)=® axbx for ® ax, ®bxe®xeIAx. Obviously it is a commutative algebra. Theorem 1. If a commutative R-algebra A is a free commutative join of a family (Ax)xeI of its subalgebras, then A is isomorphic to a subalgebra A' of ®xeI Ax generated by all elements ® ax e ®a€/ Ax such that ax=\ for all but finitely many cue I.
Proof. Let C be any commutative /?-algebra, and (ff)xeI a family of algebra homomorphisms fa : AX-*C. Let g0'-YJxsi Ax-^-C be a multilinear mapping such that ga((aa)Ki) = Y[aeI fx(aa) if oa=l for all but finitely many a. el and go((ax)xeI)=0 otherwise; and let g : ®ae/ AX-*C be the jR-linearization of g0. Then g is an algebra homomorphism such that g°ja-fa for each a. el, where fß-Aß^-®xeI Ax is the canonical homomorphism defined by fß(a)=®ax where aß = a, ax=l for all a.j^ß. Let /=g|/4' (restriction). Then/:,4'->-C is an /{-algebra homomorphism such that f°jx=fx for every a e /. The uniqueness of such/is obvious from the fact that A' is generated by all jx(Ax), a e /. We will prove that each/, is one-to-one. We consider a particular case where C=A and f : Aa-+A is the natural injection for each a e I, thenf.A'-^-A is an algebra homomorphism such that f°ja=fa. Since fa is one-to-one, ja is one-to-one. It follows that A' is also a free commutative join of (Aa)aeI and hence A^A'.
Q.E.D.
Convention. From now on, if A is a free commutative join of (Aa)aeI, then we will assume that A is imbedded into ®a6/ Ax. So Aç (x)aeI Aa. Lemma 1. Let a be a free commutative join of (Ax)xs¡. Suppose that B is an R-submodule of ®xeI Aa generated by all elements ®bxe ®xeI Aa such that bx^l for infinitely many a e I. Then
It is evident that ®aei Aa=A+B. To prove the directness of the sum, let x e Ar\B. Then x e A implies that x can be expressed as a sum of elements of the form (x) ax where ax-l for all but finitely many one I; x e B implies that x can be expressed as a sum of the form ® ba where ba^l for infinitely many a 6/. Let x=2 (x) aa=^ ® ba. Then 2 ® öa-2 ® ba=0. In the free module F with \~[asI Aa as basis, of which ®aei Ax is the quotient by its usual construction, (2.1) 2 (°A6/ -2 (*«W = 2 ±((*«W -HyXei -r*(*«W)> where xß = Xyß+pzß for one ß e I and xa=ya=zx for all ot^ß. Let h:F-^>-F be an /Minear mapping such that for any (ux)xeI e \~[xeI Aa, h((ua)aei) = OOae/ >f ui -1 f°r a" but finitely many a e /, = 0 if ux 5¿ 1 for infinitely many cue I.
Act h on both the sides of the equation (2.1). Then on the right-hand side of (2.1), every term ((xa)aeI-X(yx)aeI-p(za)asI) vanishes, except those terms for which xx=l for all but finitely many a e /. Hence 2 (fl«W = 2 ± ((*«W -*(yXei -<"(z«)«i)> the sum of all terms where xx= 1 for all but finitely many a e 7. It follows from this that x= 2 ® aa = 0 in (g>xeI Aa. Hence the sum is direct. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2. Let S be any subalgebra of A, M an S-module; then the canonical S-homomorphism A®sM^-(®xeI AX)®SM, a®xv^>a®x is one-toone.
Proof.
From Lemma 1, ®ae/ AX=A+B (direct). Let tt:®xbI AX-^A be the first projection. Let 2 a®* e A®SM; and suppose that the image 2 a®x (in (®ae7 AX)®SM) under the canonical homomorphism is zero. Then in the free module F with (®xei -^J x Af as basis, of which (®a6z Aa)®sM is the quotient by its usual construction, 2 (a, x) -2 ±«é +c« j') -^ -(***»
where Z>, c,d, ee ®aeI ^4a, jeS, and j>, z, u, v e M. Let h:F~*F be the S-homomorphism such that «((/, w))=v7r(/), w) for all (/, w) e (®aej AX)®SM. By acting « on both the sides of the equation (2.2), we can easily see that 2 a®x=0 in A®SM. This implies that the canonical homomorphism is one-to-one.
Convention. We assume that A®SM^ (®aei AX)®SM.
Theorem 2. Let A be a free commutative join of a family (Ax)aeI of its subalgebras, and (Ux, dx) a universal derivation module of Axfor each a e I. Ux-+M such that fx°d= d\Ax for each a. el. Letgx:A®A Ux->-M be an /1-homomorphism such that gx(a®x)=afx(x), ae A, x e Ua. We define g: ®kI (A®AUa)^M by 2(2 "*) = 2 £*("«)> M« e a®aV*-Then g: U->-M is a unique /l-homomorphism such that g°d=d. Q.E.D.
3. m-adic completions. Let A be a commutative /î-algebra with m-topology where m is a proper ideal of A. We assume that f) ™=o tnn = 0 so that the m-topology is Hausdorff. A derivation module (M, d) of A is said to be Hausdorff if M is Hausdorff with respect to m-topology, i.e. n"=om"M=0.
We will confine ourselves to the category of Hausdorff derivation modules. Then in this category, a universal object which is called a universal Hausdorff derivation module exists and is uniquely determined by A up to unique derivation module isomorphisms. The proof of Theorems 3 and 4 are similar to those for Hausdorff complexes in [7, pp. 185-194] . Proof.
(1) For any derivation D:A-^-A, (A, D) is a Hausdorff derivation module. Hence there exists a unique ^-homomorphism hD e V* such that hDob-D. We define a mapping cp:$iA-+V* by <p(D)=hD, then obviously cp is an ^-homomorphism. Moreover, cp is an isomorphism; one-to-one, since hD=0 implies D=hD°o=0; onto, since for any h e V*, h°de9A and <p(h°ô)=h. Hence 9jßaV* and from this 3}*A^V**^V (Vis finitely generated and projective and hence v^V**). Fis Hausdorff by assumption, and hence so is 3¡A.
(2) (3¡A,d) is a Hausdorff derivation module and (V, ô) is universal. Hence there exists an /l-homomorphism /: V->£&A such that f°ô=d. It is sufficient to show that / is an isomorphism. Let g;V-*V** be the natural homomorphism defined by g(v)=v**, v e V, where v**(h)=h(v), he V*; g is an isomorphism, since V is finitely generated and projective.
Also, let y*:!3iA-+V** be the dual homomorphism of ip: V*^>S)A defined by y>(h)=h°è (in fact, tp=cp~1, cp in (1)). Then ip*of=g. For, y*°f(àa) = yj*(da)=(da)oy), a e A; and ((dayy)(h)=(da)(h°à)=(h°ô)(a)=(àa)**(h)= (g(ôa))(h) for all h e V*, and from this (da)°y=g(àa) and xp*f(èa)=g(ba).
Hence xp*°f coincides with g on ÔA, but V is generated by à A as /1-module and hence y*°f=g-Since g and y* are isomorphisms,/is an isomorphism.
Q.E.D.
Corollary.
Let A be a commutative Noetherian R-algebra such that a universal Hausdorff derivation module (V, ô) of A is finitely generated and projective, then the Â-module of linear differential forms of Â is isomorphic to (V, 8) , and hence Qi*^lV. Proof.
Obvious from the previous corollary.
